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Abstract
We analyze the spatiotemporal behavior of species concentrations in a diffusion-mediated conversion reaction
which occurs at catalytic sites within linear pores of nanometer diameter. Diffusion within the pores is subject
to a strict single-file (no passing) constraint. Both transient and steady-state behavior is precisely characterized
by kinetic Monte Carlo simulations of a spatially discrete lattice–gas model for this reaction–diffusion process
considering various distributions of catalytic sites. Exact hierarchical master equations can also be developed
for this model. Their analysis, after application of mean-field type truncation approximations, produces
discrete reaction–diffusion type equations (mf-RDE). For slowly varying concentrations, we further develop
coarse-grained continuum hydrodynamic reaction–diffusion equations (h-RDE) incorporating a precise
treatment of single-file diffusion in this multispecies system. The h-RDE successfully describe nontrivial
aspects of transient behavior, in contrast to the mf-RDE, and also correctly capture unreactive steady-state
behavior in the pore interior. However, steady-state reactivity, which is localized near the pore ends when
those regions are catalytic, is controlled by fluctuations not incorporated into the hydrodynamic treatment.
The mf-RDE partly capture these fluctuation effects, but cannot describe scaling behavior of the reactivity.
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We analyze the spatiotemporal behavior of species concentrations in a diffusion-mediated conversion
reaction which occurs at catalytic sites within linear pores of nanometer diameter. Diffusion within
the pores is subject to a strict single-file (no passing) constraint. Both transient and steady-state be-
havior is precisely characterized by kinetic Monte Carlo simulations of a spatially discrete lattice–gas
model for this reaction–diffusion process considering various distributions of catalytic sites. Exact
hierarchical master equations can also be developed for this model. Their analysis, after application
of mean-field type truncation approximations, produces discrete reaction–diffusion type equations
(mf-RDE). For slowly varying concentrations, we further develop coarse-grained continuum hydro-
dynamic reaction–diffusion equations (h-RDE) incorporating a precise treatment of single-file dif-
fusion in this multispecies system. The h-RDE successfully describe nontrivial aspects of transient
behavior, in contrast to the mf-RDE, and also correctly capture unreactive steady-state behavior in
the pore interior. However, steady-state reactivity, which is localized near the pore ends when those
regions are catalytic, is controlled by fluctuations not incorporated into the hydrodynamic treatment.
The mf-RDE partly capture these fluctuation effects, but cannot describe scaling behavior of the
reactivity. © 2011 American Institute of Physics. [doi:10.1063/1.3563638]
I. INTRODUCTION
Diffusion-mediated reaction processes have traditionally
been modeled with mean-field (MF) reaction-diffusion
equations (RDE).1, 2 These RDE include a conventional treat-
ment of chemical kinetics which ignores spatial correlations
between reactants, and also a simple description of diffusion
typically with constant Fickian diffusion coefficients. This
approach has been effectively applied to heterogeneous
catalysis on extended surfaces, where reactant species reside
at a periodic array of adsorption sites on the nanoscale, and
complex spatial concentration patterns can develop on the
micron scale.3 Actually, for such catalytic surface reactions,
it has been recognized that mean-field kinetics has limitations
due to nonrandom reactant distributions. However, there
has been less appreciation of the complexity of diffusion
in mixed reactant adlayers. This complexity arises even in
simple lattice–gas (LG) reaction models with no interactions
between reactants on different adsorption sites (but exclusion
of multiple occupancy of sites).4 There are further compli-
cations in the treatment of diffusion in these mixed systems
when one accounts for interactions between reactants.5
In contrast, the nontrivial nature of diffusion is well-
recognized for transport and possible reaction in so-called
single-file systems. Such mesoporous (or more accurately
nanoporous) systems are realized by materials incorporat-
ing arrays of linear pores which are sufficiently narrow that
a)Author to whom correspondence should be addressed. Electronic mail:
evans@ameslab.gov.
molecules cannot pass each other inside the pores. This no-
passing feature results in anomalous tracer diffusion.6–8 To
assess the interplay between such anomalous transport and
reaction, there have been several studies of a basic conversion
reaction model and its variants.9–15 In this basic model, the
reactant, A, adsorbs at the end of pore, converts to product,
B, at catalytic sites within the pore, and both reactants and
products can exit the pore.
In an early study considering possibly reversible conver-
sion reactions, Tsikoyiannis and Wei9 developed hierarchical
rate equations for a general class of lattice–gas models. They
analyzed behavior for the canonical irreversible reaction
model A→B with all sites catalytic by kinetic Monte Carlo
(KMC) simulation and compared results against predictions
from first-order mean-field and second-order pair truncation
approximations of the hierarchy.9 The model was revisited
by Okino et al.10 who refined the pair or doublet truncation
approximation and analyzed behavior of the reversible
A↔B as well as irreversible A→B conversion reaction.
Kärger and co-workers11–13 examined model behavior via
KMC simulation and included the possibility of attractive
interactions between participating molecules. Finally, Nedea
et al.,14, 15 also considered behavior of the canonical ir-
reversible reaction model A→B without interactions,
exploiting both KMC simulation and truncation of hierar-
chical rate equations. They further considered behavior for
different distributions of catalytic sites within the pore, and
also analyzed nontrivial limiting behavior for rapid diffusion
(but with finite exchange rates at the pore ends). These
0021-9606/2011/134(11)/114107/13/$30.00 © 2011 American Institute of Physics134, 114107-1
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studies have focused primarily on elucidating steady-state
reactivity.
While the anomalous aspects of tracer diffusion in single-
file systems are well characterized, the behavior of chemical
diffusion, which is of particular relevance for reaction–
diffusion phenomena, is less completely characterized. It has
been recognized that Onsager’s classic theory of transport
can be applied to assess chemical diffusion fluxes in multi-
species systems with and without single-file constraints.16, 17
Also, some of the above studies of single-file conversion
reactions have described the corresponding discrete RDE,
but only based on approximate mean-field treatments.9, 14
However, what has not been exploited is the existence of
exact results for diffusion fluxes in multispecies lattice–gas
models with site exclusion and species-independent hop rates
and interactions.18 One can apply these results to single-file
systems. One goal here is to use these exact results to assess
the consequences of single-file diffusion for the transient
behavior in conversion reactions, a relatively unexplored
issue. We will also analyze behavior for various distributions
of catalytic sites within the pore. In addition, regarding
steady-state behavior, we will assess fundamental scaling
behavior of quantities related to reactivity as a function of
key model parameters.
In Sec. II, we specify in detail the single-file conver-
sion reaction model, the associated hierarchical rate equations
and mean-field-type RDE (mf-RDE), and discuss basic model
properties. Then, in Sec. III, we formulate a treatment for the
“hydrodynamic regime” where the evolution of slowly vary-
ing species concentrations might be described by continuum
hydrodynamic RDE (h-RDE). Both steady-state and transient
behavior is described in Sec. IV for a “canonical” conversion
reaction model where all sites within the pore are catalytic.
Behavior where either the peripheral or the central sites are
catalytic is described in Sec. V. Finally, we offer some com-
ments on more general models, and present conclusions in
Sec. VI.
II. REACTION–DIFFUSION MODEL: PRESCRIPTION
AND BASIC PROPERTIES
The model considered in this study was developed pre-
viously to describe the diffusion-mediated catalytic conver-
sion of a reactant to a product (A → B) inside linear pores
which are sufficiently narrow as to allow only single-file
diffusion.9–15 To treat the spatial aspects of this process, the
model incorporates the feature that both reactants and prod-
ucts inside the pore reside at the sites of a linear lattice. The
introduction of a discrete spatial structure should not affect
the basic aspects of model behavior, at least for concentra-
tion profiles varying smoothly over several lattice constants.
Such LG modeling also greatly facilitates both analytic in-
vestigation and simulation. The key mechanistic steps in the
model are: adsorption of “external” (ext) reactant species A
at terminal sites (t) of the pore provided that these sites are
unoccupied or empty, E; subsequent diffusion of A within the
pore by hopping to nearest-neighbor (NN) empty sites; con-
version reaction A → B at catalytic sites (c) within the pore.
The product, B, also undergoes diffusion by hopping to NN
empty sites, and both the reactant and product undergo des-
orption from terminal sites (t) of the pore. Thus, to summa-
rize, the mechanistic steps of the reaction are
A(ext) + Et → At(adsorption);
An + En+1 ↔ En + An+1(diffusion); and
At → A(ext) + Et(desorption)
Ac → Bc(reaction);
Bn + En+1 ↔ En + Bn+1(diffusion); and
Bt → B(ext) + Et(desorption),
where we label the sites in the pore by n = 1, 2,. . . , L (for pore
length L). Thus, the terminal sites t are n = 1 and n = L. The
catalytic sites may constitute all sites or various subsets of
sites within the pore, as described below. Total reactivity (i.e.,
the total production rate of B), RBtot, is simply proportional
to the total amount of A within the catalytic regions of the
pore. The system geometry and these mechanistic steps are
also illustrated in Fig. 1.
Rates for the various processes described above will be
denoted by WAads = Wads for adsorption of A, WKdes for des-
orption of species K = A or B; WKdiff for hopping of species
K to NN empty sites, and Wrx for A → B conversion. An
exact analytical description of such stochastic Markov pro-
cesses is provided by the master equation for the evolution of
probabilities of various configurations for the entire system.19
Often this are written in hierarchical form. Here, we use 〈Kn〉
to denote the probability or ensemble averaged concentration
for species K at site n, 〈KnEn+1〉 for the probability that K is at
site n and for site n+1 to be empty (E), etc.. Then, the lowest
order-equations describe the probabilities that individual sites
are occupied by various species. When all sites are catalytic,
one has that
d
dt
〈A1〉 = Wads〈E1〉 − WAdes〈A1〉 − Wrx〈A1〉 − J1>2A ,
(1a)
FIG. 1. Schematic of a catalytic conversion reaction A→B in a single-file system. Catalytic sites (c) are located near the pore ends in this illustration. The
configuration shown represents the transient regime. See Sec. V.
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d
dt
〈B1〉 = −WBdes〈B1〉 + Wrx〈A1〉 − J1>2B , (1b)
d
dt
〈An〉 = −Wrx〈An〉 − Jn>n+1A + Jn−1>nA , for 1 < n < L,
(1c)
d
dt
〈Bn〉 = +Wrx〈An〉 − Jn>n+1B + Jn−1>nB , for 1 < n < L,
(1d)
and similar equations for the terminal site n = L to those for
n = 1. In these equations,
Jn>n+1K = WKdiff[〈KnEn+1〉 − 〈EnKn+1〉], (2)
denotes the net diffusive flux of K = A or B from n to
n+1 (i.e., the difference between the flux from n to n+1
and that from n+1 to n). The total reactivity is given by
RBtot = Wrx
∑
n=c 〈An〉, where the sum is over all catalytic
sites (i.e., over the entire pore in the above example).
These Eqs. (1) are coupled to probabilities for various
configurations of pairs of sites. Equations for pair probabili-
ties couple to those for various triples, etc., thus generating a
hierarchy. Pair, triplet, etc., probabilities are not trivially re-
lated to single-site probabilities due to the presence of spa-
tial correlations. In these models, correlations derive from the
interplay of adsorption–desorption and diffusion with reac-
tion. Implementing a simple MF factorization approximation,
〈KnEn+1〉 ≈ 〈Kn〉〈En+1〉, etc., produces a closed set of discrete
mf-RDE’s for single site concentrations, 〈An〉 and 〈Bn〉 noting
that 〈An〉 + 〈Bn〉 + 〈En〉 = 1.
A more accurate pair approximation retains pair quan-
tities such as 〈KnEn+1〉, but factorizes triplet quantities,
e.g., 〈KnMn+1Nn+2〉 ≈ 〈KnMn+1〉〈Mn+1Nn+2〉/〈Mn+1〉, with
K, M, N = A, B, or E. This generates a closed set of
equations for single site quantities, 〈An〉 and 〈Bn〉, together
with the pair quantities, 〈AnAn+1〉, 〈AnBn+1〉, 〈BnAn+1〉, and
〈BnBn+1〉. See, for example, Refs. 9, 10, and 14. Note that
there exist various exact relations determined by conservation
of probability, i.e., 〈AnBn+1〉 + 〈AnAn+1〉 + 〈AnEn+1〉
= 〈An〉, allowing one to determine 〈AnEn+1〉 from the
set of the six selected quantities above. Higher-order ap-
proximations are also possible retaining probabilities of
configurations of strings of n>2 sites, although the gain in
accuracy with increasing order, n, may be slow.20
A precise determination of model behavior is obtained by
standard KMC simulation implementing processes with prob-
abilities proportional to their rates. More specialized simula-
tion algorithms may be applied to assess behavior in limiting
regimes.15
Following previous studies,10, 12, 14, 15 to reduce the num-
ber of parameters in the model and also to induce some spe-
cial features of model behavior, we will primarily consider
the case where desorption rates and diffusion rates for both
species are equal, i.e., WKdes = Wdes and WKdiff = Wdiff, for
K = A and B. There is an important consequence of this rate
choice. Suppose one does not discriminate between the iden-
tity of particles, but only considers whether sites are empty, E,
or filled, X = A+B (i.e., if one just considers the total concen-
tration at various sites). Then, the dynamics corresponds to a
pure adsorption-desorption-diffusion process for particles X
with no reaction. Correspondingly, from Eqs. (1), one obtains
the exact equations
d
dt
〈X1〉 = Wads〈E1〉 − Wdes〈X1〉 − J1>2X , (3a)
d
dt
〈Xn〉 = −Jn>n+1X + Jn−1>nX , for 1 < n < 1, (3b)
d
dt
〈XL〉 = Wads〈EL〉 − Wdes〈XL〉 + JL−1>LX , (3c)
where Jn>n+1K = Wdiff [〈XnEn+1〉 − 〈EnXn+1〉]
= Wdiff [〈Xn〉 − 〈Xn+1〉]. (4)
The exact relation corresponding to the last equality in
Eq. (4) expressing JKn>n+1 in terms of single-site quantities
amounts to an exact reduction of a many (X) particle prob-
lem to a single-particle problem. This feature was first noted
by Kutner for an infinite lattice.21 Extension of this reduction
to semi-infinite and finite lattices has also been recognized
previously.14, 22 Thus, the evolution of 〈Xn〉 is described ex-
actly by standard discrete diffusion Eq. (3b), augmented by
adsorption and desorption terms at the end sites in Eqs. (3a)
and (3c). The equations are closed noting that 〈En〉 = 1 – 〈Xn〉.
It is thus straightforward to visualize the evolution of
the total concentration starting from an empty pore. The to-
tal concentration will first build up near the ends of the pore,
then spread by diffusion to the interior, and finally achieve a
spatially uniform steady-state. Since there is no reaction in
the dynamics of particles X, the steady-state corresponds to a
conventional grand canonical equilibrium state with activity z
= Wads/Wdes (Ref. 23). Furthermore, since there are no inter-
actions between particles X in this model, they are randomly
distributed (i.e., there are no spatial correlations) in this triv-
ial equilibrium state. The equilibrium concentration at each
site satisfies 〈Xn〉eq = Xeq = z/(1+z) = Wads/(Wads+Wdes)
(cf. Refs. 9 and15). As an aside, we note that while the equi-
librium steady-state is free of spatial correlations just con-
sidering the distribution of filled sites, X, such correlations
do develop during filling of the pore. Remarkably, an exact
closed set of equations can be obtained for pair probabilities,
〈XnXn+m〉, or associated correlations, as these decouple from
triplet correlations.24 Likewise, an exact closed set of equa-
tions can be obtained for the triplet correlations which de-
couple from the quartet correlations, etc. The nature of this
decoupling is analogous to that described for Eq. (4).
In our analyses below, we will choose Wads + Wdes
= 1 which sets the time-scale. We will present results only
for: (i) Wads = 0.2, Wdes = 0.8 [low loading] and (ii) Wads
= 0.8 (or 0.9), Wdes = 0.2 (or 0.1) [high loading]. Single-file
effects are stronger for high loading. Parameters Wrx and Wdiff
will either have suitably-selected fixed values when compar-
ing predictions of various treatments, or will be systematically
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varied in scaling studies. Note that well-defined limiting be-
havior is found in the regimes where: (a) Wads+Wdes (with
fixed z = Wads/Wdes) far exceeds Wrx and Wdiff (Ref. 12), so
that reaction is not limited by adsorption and desorption at the
ends at the pore; (b) Wdiff far exceeds all other parameters. In
contrast to typical reaction–diffusion systems where concen-
trations become uniform in this limit, nontrivial behavior is
found in this single-file system;15 and (c) Wdiff is far smaller
than other parameters, so then only the terminal sites have a
nonzero population of A in the steady-state.25
III. HYDRODYNAMIC REGIME AND
REACTION–DIFFUSION EQUATIONS
In discrete LG reaction–diffusion systems, it is common
to consider the behavior in the “hydrodynamic regime” of
substantial diffusion (on the time scale of other adsorption–
desorption and reaction processes) and slowly varying particle
concentrations (on the length scale of lattice constants).4, 5, 26
Within this framework, one might describe behavior by con-
tinuum h-RDE after coarse-graining the discrete spatial vari-
able to a continuous variable. Specifically, for linear lattices,
one sets x = na, where n is the lattice site label and “a”
is the lattice constant. (As an aside, it is often convenient
to set a = 1 in the following.) Then, species concentrations
per unit length become functions of a continuous variable
K (x = na) ≈ a−1 〈Kn〉, where we leave implicit the t-
dependence. To develop h-RDE, one needs an appropriate
description of collective or chemical diffusion in this multi-
species lattice–gas system4, 5, 16, 17, 26 incorporating the single-
file nature of diffusion.
Before addressing this major challenge, we comment
on the much simpler task of describing the behavior of the
coarse-grained total particle concentration per unit length,
X (x = na) ≈ a−1 〈Xn〉, in the hydrodynamic regime. As noted
in Sec. II, the dynamics of this concentration profile is de-
scribed by a reaction-free discrete diffusion equation. If JX
denotes the corresponding diffusion flux, then in the hydro-
dynamic regime, one has that
∂
∂t
X(x) = − ∂
∂x
JX, with JX = −DX ∂
∂x
X(x) and
DX = a2Wdiff. (5)
The feature that the chemical diffusion coefficient,
DX, is independent of concentration is well known for this
single-component problem.21 Thus, the single-file nature of
the system does not reveal itself when considering chemical
diffusion for a single species X. Equation (5) is augmented
with the appropriate Robin boundary conditions ±JX
= aWads(Xm −X) – aWdesX at the pore ends, a relation
derived from a steady-state form of Eq. (1a). Here, Xm = 1/a
is the maximum concentration per unit length.
For the case where all sites are catalytic, the h-RDE in
our conversion reaction model for individual species con-
centrations, A(x) for A and B(x) for B (leaving implicit the
t-dependence), have the form
∂
∂t
A(x) = −Wrx A(x) − ∂
∂x
JA,
∂
∂t
B(x) = +Wrx A(x) − ∂
∂x
JB, (6)
where X(x) = A(x)+B(x). If sites within the pore are cat-
alytic only in specific (e.g., peripheral) regions, then the re-
action terms appear only for those locations. Description of
the diffusion fluxes, JA and JB, for species A and B, respec-
tively, is nontrivial in mixed lattice–gases even in the absence
of interactions beyond site exclusion. The appropriate Robin
boundary conditions for Eq. (6) at the pore ends have the form
±JA = aWads(Xm −X) – aWdesA, and ±JB = −aWdesB.
Onsager’s transport theory ensures that the diffusive flux
of A has the form4, 5, 16, 17, 26
JA = −DA,A ∂
∂x
A(x) − DA,B ∂
∂x
B(x), (7)
where in general the diffusion coefficients DA,K depend on
species concentrations. Thus, the flux JA is induced by gradi-
ents in both 〈A〉 and 〈B〉. A similar expression applies for the
flux, JB, of B. The four diffusion coefficients, DK,K′ , with K,
K′ = A or B, can be conveniently collected into a 2 × 2 diffu-
sion tensor D. Onsager’s theory16, 17, 26 further shows that this
tensor involves both a thermodynamic “inverse compressibil-
ity” factor and a kinetic “conductivity” factor.27
A. Exact hydrodynamic diffusion fluxes
As indicated above, there is a general appreciation that in
principle the components of D can be determined using the
statistical mechanical formulation of Onsager theory. How-
ever, what has not been exploited is the existence of an ex-
act result for the case of a multispecies lattice–gas with no
interactions beyond site exclusion and for equal hop rates,
Wdiff.4, 18, 26 For one-dimensional (1D) systems with single-
file diffusion, one has the simple and intuitive exact form
JA = −DX [A(x)X(x)−1] ∂
∂x
X(x),
JB = −DX [B(x)X(x)−1] ∂
∂x
X(x). (8)
In obtaining Eq. (8) from more general results,18, 26 we
have exploited the feature that the tracer diffusion coefficient
vanishes for1D single-file systems. See Appendix A.
There is an important consequence of the form (8)
of the diffusion fluxes for the steady-states of the h-RDE.
From Eq. (8), it is clear that fluxes JA and JB vanish for
states with uniform total concentration, X(x) = constant,
irrespective of whether there are gradients in individual
species concentrations. This reflects the lack of intermixing
in single-file systems. Since the steady-state of the reac-
tion model is characterized by constant X(x) = a−1 Xeq
= a−1 Wads/(Wads+Wdes), JA and JB must vanish for long
times. Consequently, in this regime, concentrations interior
to the pore change only due to reaction. As a result, any A
is converted to B in regions with catalytic sites, so that 〈A〉
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= 0 and 〈B〉 = Xeq in the steady-state in such regions. For
example, if all the sites are catalytic, then the steady-state is
completely unreactive in the hydrodynamic picture. In the
actual model with all sites catalytic, reactivity does actually
persist near pore ends in the steady state, but only due to
fluctuations absent in the hydrodynamic treatment.
In the transient regime, as noted above, the evolution of
〈Xn〉 or X(x) is simply described by the nonreactive diffu-
sion problem. A gradient develops as particles diffuse into the
pore, and thus the diffusion fluxes JA and JB in Eq. (8) are
nonzero and always in the direction towards the center of the
pore. We will show that the correct description of diffusion in
hydrodynamic RDE does capture key aspects of transient be-
havior. For such comparisons with KMC simulation results,
we utilize discrete hydrodynamic RDE which incorporate a
discrete version of Eq. (8) as described in Appendix B.
B. Mean-field diffusion fluxes
In contrast to the above hydrodynamic treatment, a MF
treatment of chemical diffusion fluxes yields the distinct form
JA(MF) = −DX [1 − B(x)X−1m ]
∂
∂x
A(x)
− DX [A(x)X−1m ]
∂
∂x
B(x), (9)
and an analogous expression applies for JBMF. Again Xm
= 1/a is the maximum concentration per unit length. This pre-
viously utilized result16, 17, 28 can be obtained from Onsager
theory accounting for the known thermodynamics of a non-
interacting lattice–gas, but also incorporating a crude approx-
imation for species conductivity.27 However, it is instructive
to note that an alternative simple kinetic derivation of the MF
result (9) is also possible14, 29: one simply applies the MF fac-
torization to JAn>n+1 and JBn>n+1 in Eqs. (1c) and (1d) and re-
casts the results in terms of continuous derivatives for slowly
varying concentrations.
Clearly, this MF form of the diffusion fluxes which ap-
plies for any lattice dimension fails to capture the single-file
nature of diffusion, and thus also fails to capture aspects of
the correct hydrodynamic behavior. For example, the form (9)
allows nonzero diffusion fluxes for constant X, and this can
produce artificially enhanced intermixing of A and B. Specif-
ically, one has
JK(MF) → −DX(1 − Xeq) ∂
∂x
K(x), when
X → a−1 Xeq (steady − state) for K = A or B. (10)
The MF form also allows diffusion of species away from
the center of the pore. Severe failure can be anticipated in
the regime of large Wdiff where the MF formulation predicts
complete intermixing,14, 15 but the actual single-file nature of
diffusion prohibits such behavior.
For comparison with results of KMC simulation for both
transient and steady-state behavior, we will implement the mf-
RDE associated with the MF truncation approximation to Eq.
(1). These constitute the natural discrete version of Eq. (9).
See Appendix B. In addition, we will implement discrete mf-
RDE associated with the pair approximation which might be
regarded as providing a refined treatment of diffusion. (As an
aside, it is nontrivial to extract continuum h-RDE for the pair-
approximation.30) We shall see that both the MF and pair ap-
proximations do capture some aspects of fluctuation effects
near the end of the pore in contrast to the hydrodynamic treat-
ment.
IV. CANONICAL MODEL: ALL SITES CATALYTIC
A. Steady-state behavior
Figure 2 shows a “typical” example of the evolution of
concentration profiles toward the steady-state for the param-
eter choice Wads = 0.2, Wdes = 0.8, Wrx = 1, Wdiff = 1, and
pore length L = 30. Precise results of KMC simulations in
Fig. 2(a) are compared against those from various approxi-
mate analytic formulations in Figs. 2(b)–2(d). The mean-field
and pair approximation are quite effective in capturing
behavior near the pore end as noted previously.9, 10, 14 These
approximations and the hydrodynamic treatments describe
effectively exactly evolution in the interior of the pore where
there is just one species (B). Note that the A-concentration
profile reaches a nontrivial steady-state form (with significant
population only on the four sites closest to the pore end) long
before the steady-state of the entire system is reached (for
which 〈Xn〉 = 0.2). This can be anticipated since all that is
required for development of steady-state 〈An〉 is sufficient
diffusion into the pore end so that 〈Xn〉 is close to its steady
state value at sites near the pore end. Filling of the interior
of the pore by species B occurs on a slower time scale.
FIG. 2. Evolution of concentration profiles to the steady-state in a pore with
all sites reactive: A (blue solid lines); B (red dashed lines); and X = A+B
(black dotted lines). This format choice is used in subsequent figures. Param-
eters are Wads = 0.2, Wdes = 0.8, Wrx = 1, Wdiff = 1, and L = 30. Time
increments are t = 100. (a) KMC results averaged over 2.5 × 105 simula-
tions; (b) hydrodynamic, (c) MF, and (d) pair approximation results. The B-
and X-concentrations increase with time.
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TABLE I. Tabulation of Lp-values from KMC simulations, and the MF
and pair-approximations, for the cases analyzed in Fig. 3.
Wads = 0.8 and Wdes = 0.2 Wads = 0.2 and Wdes = 0.8
Wrx 1 0.1 0.01 0.001 1 0.1 0.01 0.001
Lp1(KMC) 0.41 0.69 1.00 2.56 0.88 2.13 5.56 16.7
Lp2(KMC) 1.10 1.47 2.64 5.21 1.47 2.92 6.77 15.2
Lp3(KMC) 0.42 0.88 2.10 4.69 0.87 2.39 6.25 14.7
Lp1,3(MF) 0.520 1.44 4.48 14.1 0.937 2.84 8.95 28.29
Lp2(MF) 1.17 2.00 5.00 14.7 1.53 3.37 9.46 27.78
Lp1(pair) 0.432 1.23 2.92 9.26 0.882 2.59 8.11 27.89
Lp2(pair) 1.11 1.79 3.47 9.77 1.48 3.12 8.61 27.84
Lp3(pair) 0.433 1.23 2.94 9.26 0.882 2.59 8.10 27.33
Simulation with the same rate parameters but for longer pores
produces essentially identical steady-state 〈An〉 distribution,
but just takes longer for the interior of the pore to fill with B.
As noted above, hydrodynamic analysis predicts that in
the steady-state, the central region will contain just B and
no A, so that 〈Bn〉 = Wads/(Wads+Wdes) ≈ Xeq and 〈An〉
≈ 0. Only the end sites have significant A population in
our discrete formulation. Thus, the nonzero population of A
near the pore ends observed in simulations can be associated
with fluctuation effects not included in the hydrodynamic
formulation. Since the reactivity of the system is determined
by the population of A in the pore, these fluctuations are
entirely responsible for the steady-state reactivity.
This observation motivates more detailed analysis of the
dependence of this steady-state 〈An〉 concentration profile on
model parameters. Steady-state profiles appear to have an ex-
ponential form
〈An〉 ≈ crn = c exp(−λn) = c exp(−n/Lp1),
at least for larger n < L/2n. (11)
In Eq. (11), λ = – ln r is the decay rate, and Lp1 =
1/λ is a measure of the penetration depth of A into the pore.
In our analysis of KMC data below, we do find deviations
from simple exponential decay for smaller n, most clearly
in cases where Lp1 is large (so decay is slow). The behav-
ior (11) also implies that the production rate, RBtot, should
converge exponentially to a finite value with increasing pore
length. We note that another natural measure of penetration
depth, Lp, at least in the regime where Lp is large, is Lp2
= ∑n<L/2 〈An〉/〈A1〉. Yet another alternative is Lp3
= −1/ln(1− 1/Lp2), which would correspond exactly to Lp1
for perfect exponential decay where 〈An〉 = 〈A1〉 rn−1. See
Table I.
First, we examine the dependence on reaction rate, Wrx,
of steady-state penetration depth Lp (considering all of Lp1,
Lp2, and Lp3). We set Wdiff = 1 and vary Wrx from 1 to 10−3
for a system of size L = 100. The lower the reaction rate, the
greater the extent of penetration of A into the pore, and the
greater Lp. Figures 3(a) and 3(b) show concentration profiles
for Wads = 0.8 and Wdes = 0.2 for various Wrx. Analysis of
this data and analogous data for Wads = 0.2 and Wdes = 0.8
to extract Lp versus Wrx is shown in Figs. 3(c) and 3(d). One
finds that Lp increases with decreasing Wrx much more slowly
FIG. 3. Steady-state behavior for a mesopore with all sites catalytic. (a) Con-
centration profiles for Wads = 0.8, Wdes = 0.2, and Wdiff = 1, with L = 100
for Wrx = 1, 0.1, 0.01, and 0.001; (b) ln 〈An〉 vs n<<L/2 for the data in
(a); data for smaller Wrx has greater penetration in (a) and smaller slopes in
(b); Lp vs (Wrx)−1/4 with Wdiff = 1 for: (c) Wads = 0.8, Wdes = 0.2; and for
(d) Wads = 0.2, Wdes = 0.8. Squares, diamonds, and triangles denote Lp1,
Lp2, and Lp3, respectively.
than (Wrx)−1/2. Instead, we suggest that Lp ∼ (Wrx)−1/4, as
Wrx → 0, corresponding to asymptotically linear behavior in
Figs. 3(c) and 3(d) for large abscissa. This behavior might be
anticipated from the postulate that Lp should reflect the root
mean square displacement for single-file diffusion on a time-
scale corresponding to the reaction time, τ rx = 1/Wrx. This
implies that (Lp)4 ∼ τ rx and thus that Lp ∼ (Wrx)−1/4. This
result for Lp immediately yields scaling of the total reactivity
per pore as RBtot ∼ Wrx Lp ∼ (Wrx)3/4.
Second, we examine the dependence on diffusion rate,
Wdiff, of steady-state behavior. For a conventional reaction–
diffusion system, increase of hopping rates ultimately pro-
duces spatial uniformity of species concentrations due to
“efficient stirring” corresponding to Lp→∞. One also
achieves randomization of configurations in the absence of
interactions.4, 30 A special feature of the single-file system
being considered here14, 15 is the existence of nontrivial spa-
tially nonuniform limiting behavior as Wdiff →∞ (but retain-
ing finite Wads, Wdes, and Wrx).31 One obtains a well-defined
limiting concentration profile with finite penetration depth,
Lp(Wdiff→∞) < ∞, in this regime. More detailed analysis of
steady-state concentration profiles for increasing Wdiff sug-
gests that Lp1 ∼ Lp1(Wdiff→ ∞) + c(Wdiff)−1/4. See Fig. 4.
Limiting values of Lp1(Wdiff→ ∞) was obtained from a tai-
lored simulation algorithm (cf. Ref. 15). Separate analysis in-
dicates that Lp2 and Lp3 are fairly insensitive to Wdiff.
Next, we consider the predictions of MF-type analytic
treatments regarding the above behavior. The simplest MF
approximation exhibits precise exponential decay for long
pores. This behavior, noted previously,14 is a result of the
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FIG. 4. Dependence of Lp1 on Wdiff (but retaining fixed finite values of Wads,
Wdes, and Wrx) demonstrating the nature of the convergence to Lp1(Wdiff
→ ∞) as Wdiff →∞.
feature that 〈En〉 = 1−〈Xn〉 is constant, which in turn allows
reduction of the steady-state form of Eq. (1c) to a linear
coupled set of equations. Setting ε = Wrx/Wdiff and Xeq
= Wads/(Wads+Wdes), then seeking a solution to these linear
equations of the form 〈An〉 ∝ rn yields for r, the quadratic
equation (cf. Ref. 14)
(1 − Xeq)(r + r−1 − 2) = ε. (12)
Consequently, one has that δ = 1−r ∼ (1−Xeq)−1/2 ε1/2,
for small ε, so that (cf. Ref. 14)
Lp1(MF) ∼ δ−1 ∼ (1 − Xeq)1/2 (Wrx)−1/2(Wdiff)1/2,
for Wrx → 0 or Wdiff → ∞. (13)
The result (13) can be obtained more directly from the
continuum MF formulation.32 This result reveals a fundamen-
tal failure of the MF treatment to describe asymptotic behav-
ior of Lp. The failure to describe scaling as Wrx→0 or Wdiff
→∞ reflects an inability to capture single-file aspects of dif-
fusion. Since concentration profiles become spatially uniform
within the MF approximation as Wdiff →∞, this enables sim-
ple direct analysis of MF behavior, e.g., showing that MF re-
activity converges such as 1/L rather than exponentially as
L→∞. See Appendix C.
It is instructive to assess the predictions of the higher-
order pair approximation for the behavior of the penetration
length, Lp. The complex nonlinear form of pair equations 14
excludes exact exponential decay. However, there should be
asymptotic exponential decay 〈An〉 ∼ exp(−n/Lp1) for large n
<L/2. In the steady-state, one has the relations 〈An〉 + 〈Bn〉
= Xeq and 〈BnBn+1〉 + 〈BnAn+1〉 + 〈AnBn+1〉 + 〈AnAn+1〉
= (Xeq)2. Since one expects that 〈AnAn+1〉 decreases more
quickly than 〈An〉, 〈AnBn+1〉, or 〈Bn-1An〉 for increasing n,
it follows that one can just analyze equations for the lat-
ter quantities. Anticipating solutions of the form 〈An〉 ≈ crn,
〈AnBn+1〉 ≈ cβrn, and 〈Bn−1An〉 ≈ cγ rn and substituting into
the rate equations for the pair approximation yields three cou-
pled equations
(1 − β)(r − 1) + (1 − γ )(r−1 − 1) = ε,
(1 − γ )(γ −1 Xeq)(r−1 + 1) − (1 − Xeq) − (1 − β) = ε,
(1 − β)(β−1 Xeq)(r + 1) − (1 − Xeq) − (1 − γ ) = ε. (14)
Seeking solutions for small ε and δ = 1−r with
β ≈ Xeq + Bδ and γ ≈ Xeq + Cδ yields C = −B
= Xeq(1−Xeq)(2 + Xeq)−1 (Ref. 33) and
Lp1(pair) ∼ δ−1 ∼ (2 − Xeq)1/2(2 + Xeq)−1/2Lp(MF),
for large Lp1. (15)
Thus, Lp1(pair) is smaller than Lp1(MF) and closer to
the exact Lp1, but still has the incorrect asymptotic functional
form as Wrx → 0 or Wdiff →∞.
B. Transient behavior
In this subsection, we characterize the evolution of con-
centration profiles during filling of a very long (semi-infinite)
pore with an emphasis on scaling behavior for increasing
time, t. Recall that the total concentration satisfies a standard
discrete diffusion equation which reduces to the conventional
continuum equation in the hydrodynamic regime. Thus, it fol-
lows that this profile has the “classic” scaling form
〈Xn(t)〉 ≈ 〈X(t = ∞)〉F(n/(Wdiff t)1/2), for n < L/2,
where F(y) = erfc(y/2), (16)
and where erfc is the complementary error function.34 Thus,
concentration profiles collapse onto a single curve for increas-
ing t after rescaling the n-axis by (Wdiff t)1/2. However, when
considering the individual species A and B, the system is
dominated by B for increasing time due to reaction (when
keeping all parameters fixed). After rescaling the spatial vari-
able, one obtains 〈Bn〉 ∼ 〈Xn〉 and 〈An〉 ∼ 0. To achieve non-
trivial scaling profiles with significant populations of both
species inside the pore, it is natural to reduce the reaction
rate as time is increased so that Wrxt remains constant. More
precisely, we seek scaling solutions for the individual species
concentrations of the form
〈An(t)〉 ≈ 〈X(t = ∞)〉FA(n/(Wdiff t)1/2, Wrxt) , (17a)
〈Bn(t)〉 ≈ 〈X(t = ∞)〉FB(n/(Wdiff t)1/2, Wrxt), (17b)
for n<L/2, where FA + FB = F. Support for the existence of
such solutions comes from substitution of these forms into the
hydrodynamic reaction–diffusion equations of Sec. III. One
then obtains a closed coupled pair of partial differential equa-
tions for the scaling functions FA,B(y, u). The specific form
of the equations depends on the choice of diffusion fluxes
(e.g., hydrodynamic versus MF), as do the solutions FA,B. See
Appendix D.
From the earlier discussion of hydrodynamic versus fluc-
tuation effects, one might anticipate the following: (i) The
MF and pair approximations should capture exact KMC be-
havior better for shorter times when most particles are rela-
tively close to the pore opening. In this regime, behavior is
more influenced by fluctuations. (ii) The hydrodynamic treat-
ment should provide a better description of exact KMC be-
havior for longer times where the concentration profiles vary
smoothly over many lattice constants. Indeed, this is the case
as shown in Fig. 5. For the selected parameters, the peak
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FIG. 5. Diffusion into an initially empty semi-infinite pore with all sites cat-
alytic. Parameters are: Wads = 0.2, Wdes = 0.8, Wdiff = 1, and Wrx t = 4 (en-
suring comparable amounts of A and B in the pore). Rescaled concentration
profiles for: (a) KMC simulation; (b) hydrodynamic; (c) MF; and (d) pair ap-
proximations. KMC results are shown for Wrx = 0.1, 0.01,. . . and 0.000 001
(six cases), where convergence to the limiting profile shapes is very slow.
Convergence is fast for the MF and pair approximations (by Wrx∼0.01), and
moderate for the hydrodynamic treatment (by Wrx ∼ 0.001 where data is
shown for Wrx = 0.1, 0.01, and 0.001).
〈An〉−concentration of around 0.08 in the MF and pair ap-
proximations for smaller times (larger Wrx) matches KMC
results, but these approximations retain this value for longer
times. In contrast, the peak in hydrodynamic treatment in-
creases to about 0.13–0.14 for longer times (smaller Wrx) in
good agreement with long-time KMC results. This peak is
far above the converged MF and pair approximation value
of 0.08.
V. PERIPHERAL OR CENTRAL CATALYTIC SITES
A. Peripheral catalytic sites
Here, we consider situations where contiguous strings of
sites at each end of the pore are catalytic, but sites in the
central region are not. One can imagine this type of distri-
bution might result where catalytic sites are created by graft-
ing after formation of a meso- or nanoporous material and
where diffusion into the pores is inhibited. (An alternative co-
condensation process for mesoporous silica materials tends to
produce a more uniform distribution of catalytic sites.35) An
example of the results of KMC simulations for evolution to
the steady-state is shown in Fig. 6. The parameter choices is
Wads = 0.8, Wdes = 0.2, Wrx = 0.017, and Wdiff = 10 for a
pore of length L = 100 with 20 catalytic sites at each end.
Characterization of behavior in this system is the most
appropriately divided into two regimes (provided that the re-
action rate is not too large). In the first transient regime of
FIG. 6. KMC results for the complete evolution of species concentrations
for a pore of length L = 100 with 20 catalytic sites at each end. Parame-
ters are Wads = 0.8, Wdes = 0.2, Wrx = 0.017, and Wdiff = 10. The left
frame shows the transient pore-filling regime for time increments of 60 up to t
= 600, where the peak 〈A50〉 is growing significantly to reach a maximum.
The following “metastable regime” has little change over ∼103 time units.
The right frame shows slow late-stage evolution for times t = 1000, 5000,
10 000, 14 000, 20 000, and 100 000 where 〈A50〉 decreases below its maxi-
mum. The steady-state (with 〈An〉≈0 in the central region) is reached after
∼105 time units. Black dotted arrows indicate evolution with increasing time.
“pore filling,” a significant amount of A may avoid reaction
in the peripheral catalytic regions and diffuse into the central
noncatalytic region, i.e., A will successfully run the gauntlet
passing catalytic sites without conversion. After the pore has
filled so that the total concentration 〈Xn〉 ∼ Xeq is roughly
constant, one expects a peak in the concentration of A (i.e., a
“blob” of A) in the center of the pore, and strongly decreasing
A concentrations approaching and entering the peripheral re-
gions from the center of the pore. Indeed, in a hydrodynamic
treatment, one achieves a stationary state with a frozen blob
of A in the central noncatalytic region of the pore, and the pe-
ripheral catalytic regions occupied only by B and completely
devoid of A. (Note that this hydrodynamic steady-state is not
unique, the specific form of the frozen A-distribution in the
central region will depend on the initial conditions.) However,
this is not a true steady-state of the stochastic model, although
it might be regarded as a metastable state.
Fluctuations at the end of the pore ensure that the A-
concentration profile always has a local maximum at this lo-
cation which does not diminish for long times (contrasting
the hydrodynamic description). In fact, this part of the con-
centration profile is very similar to that for pore with all sites
reactive (and with the same rate parameters).
However, more dramatically, in the second late-stage
regime, fluctuation effects mean that the blob of A formed
during the transient regime in the central noncatalytic region
is not frozen. The entire blob can undergo anomalous diffu-
sion, and is thus guaranteed to reach the peripheral catalytic
regions. As a result, eventually essentially all of the A in this
blob will be converted to B leading to the true steady-state
with the central noncatalytic region, and indeed most of the
interior of the pore, devoid of A. Indeed, the true steady-state
for this case is very similar to that for the case where all sites
are catalytic (with the same rate parameters). The reason is
that for the case with all sites catalytic, it is only the end of
the pore where one has conversion A→B in the steady state.
Figure 7 compares the predictions of the hydrody-
namic treatment and other approximations with exact KMC
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FIG. 7. Behavior roughly at the end of the transient regime t = 420 for a pore
of length L = 100 with 20 peripheral catalytic sites at each end. Parameters
are Wads = 0.8, Wdes = 0.2, Wrx = 0.017, and Wdiff = 10. Reactant A in the
pore center has “run the gauntlet” through the peripheral catalytic regions.
Results from: KMC (solid); hydrodynamic (dashed); pair (dot-dashed); and
MF (dotted).
simulations for a finite time selected to correspond to the
end of the first transient regime in the KMC results. The pa-
rameter choice is Wads = 0.8, Wdes = 0.2, Wrx = 0.017, and
Wdiff = 10. Specifically, we choose the time t = 420 where the
A-concentration at the center of the pore has roughly reached
its maximum. In Fig. 7, the concentration profile of the cen-
tral A-blob in the KMC simulations is reasonably described
by the hydrodynamic treatment. Small discrepancies presum-
ably result from the feature that we have chosen a fairly small
system, so fluctuation effects are still significant. In contrast,
the MF and pair approximations fail to predict a significant
peak in the concentration of A in central region. This is a con-
sequence of the tendency of these approximations to allow
artificially enhanced mixing of A and B. The pair approxi-
mation prediction is slightly closer to KMC behavior, reflect-
ing the somewhat improved description of diffusion relative
to MF.
In Fig. 8, we show a series of snapshots from
KMC simulations for fluctuation-dominated evolution in the
late-stage regime. These fluctuations lead to diminution and
removal of the significant A-concentration in the central non-
reactive region of the pore. The diffusion of the A-blob within
the noncatalytic region is clear, as well as its ultimate com-
plete annihilation after several “collisions” with the peripheral
catalytic region.
B. Central catalytic sites
Here, we consider situations where a contiguous string of
sites in the center of the pore is catalytic, but sites in the pe-
ripheral regions are not. This geometry of catalytic sites has
been considered in previous studies.14 Toward the end of the
first transient stage of pore filling, a central catalytic region
with reactant A largely converted to product B has been cre-
ated, with noncatalytic regions on both sides primarily occu-
pied by reactant A. Then, in the second late-stage regime, the
FIG. 8. Late-stage evolution in a pore of length L = 50 with 10 catalytic
sites (gray) on each end catalytic. Dark blue circles are reactant A. Lighter
red circles are product B. Sequence of images separated by 42 time units from
a single KMC simulation run. Parameters are Wads = 0.1, Wdes = 0.9, Wrx
= 0.08, and Wdiff = 100. The central A-blob diffuses to the peripheral cat-
alytic regions ultimately being converted to product. Higher Xeq = 0.9 makes
the A-blob more visible.
central catalytic region remains essentially exclusively popu-
lated by B, but the concentration of product B in the noncat-
alytic end regions increases and that of reactant A decreases
to achieve the final steady-state form. The details of this
fluctuation-dominated process are described below. It should
be noted that there is very low reactivity in the steady-state
for this system (compared with a pore with all sites catalytic
and the same parameters) since there is little population by A
of the central catalytic region.
Figure 9 compares evolution in exact KMC simulations
with the predictions of the hydrodynamic treatment and also
the MF and pair approximations for a finite time selected to
correspond roughly to the end of the first transient regime. In
the hydrodynamic treatment, since diffusion fluxes are always
toward the center of the pore, it is impossible to populate the
noncatalytic end regions with B. Thus for long times in this
treatment one has 〈An〉 ≈ Xeq and 〈Bn〉 = 0 in the noncatalytic
end regions, and 〈An〉 ≈ 0 and 〈Bn〉 ≈ Xeq in the central cat-
alytic region. This is a steady-state in the hydrodynamic treat-
ment, which might be described as a metastable state for the
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FIG. 9. KMC of concentration profile evolution for the central 60 sites cat-
alytic in a pore of length L = 100. Parameters are Wrx = 0.33, Wdiff = 10,
Wads = 0.9, and Wdes = 0.1. (a) KMC simulation; (b) hydrodynamic; (c) MF;
(d) pair approximations. Time increments are 50 and the final time is t = 500.
stochastic model. In fact, this simple hydrodynamic picture
describes quite well the KMC results, deviations being due to
fluctuations. In contrast, the MF and pair approximations pre-
dict a B-population in the noncatalytic end regions which is
far too high. This is again a consequence of the tendency of
these approximations to allow artificially enhanced mixing of
A and B. The pair approximation prediction is slightly closer
to KMC behavior, again reflecting the somewhat improved
description of diffusion relative to MF.
Figure 10 shows KMC results for more complete evo-
lution to the reactive steady-state. This occurs quite quickly
for Xeq = 0.1 (left frame). But for the case with Xeq = 0.9
(right frame), this evolution is much slower. In either case, one
finds the development of quasilinear concentration profiles in
noncatalytic end regions. Note that the MF treatment predicts
linear concentration profiles in the noncatalytic end regions.
This result follows from Eq. (10) noting that the steady-state
JK(MF) must be constant in these regions, which yields the
relation ∂/∂x K(x) = constant for K = A or B. Further in-
sight into this behavior comes from the analysis immediately
following.
In Fig. 11, we show a series of snapshots from
KMC simulations for fluctuation-dominated evolution in the
late-stage regime for a case similar to Fig. 9, where Xeq = 0.9.
These fluctuations lead to the development of a significant B-
population in the peripheral noncatalytic regions of the pore
(while the central catalytic region remains essentially exclu-
sively populated by B). The simplest case is where the reac-
tion rate Wrx is fairly large. Then, in any single realization
of the reaction system, there is relatively little intermixing of
the A and B species, i.e., the peripheral regions are essen-
tially all A and the central region is essentially all B. (There
is strictly no intermixing in the limit Wrx→∞.) Thus, evo-
lution in this regime simply involves the interface between
FIG. 10. KMC results for the complete evolution of species concentrations
for the central 60 sites catalytic in a pore of length L = 100 with Wrx = 0.33
and Wdiff = 10 for two cases. (a) Wads = 0.1, Wdes = 0.9 (so Xeq = 0.1) with
time-evolution in increments of 100, so the steady-state is achieved quickly
by t ∼700; (b) Wads = 0.9, Wads = 0.1 (so Xeq = 0.9) and profiles are shown
at times t = 50, 100, 200, 500, 1500, 15 000. Thus in (b), the steady-state is
achieved slowly, where 〈An〉 again finally achieves a quasilinear steady-state
variation in the end noncatalytic regions.
A- and B-regions undergoing an (anomalous) random walk
within the noncatalytic end regions, where this random walk
is effectively subject to reflecting boundary conditions. When
the interface and thus A species attempts to move into the cen-
tral catalytic region, those A are quickly converted to B, so the
interface effectively cannot pass into the catalytic region and
eventually meanders back into the noncatalytic region. When
the interface and thus the B species reach the end of the pore,
they can desorb and are replaced by adsorbing A species, so
that the interface eventually wanders back toward the center
of the pore. Thus, the quasilinear steady-state concentrations
in noncatalytic region shown in Fig. 9, and also in previous
studies,14 correspond to an ergodic-like time-average over the
interface position.
FIG. 11. Late-stage evolution in a pore of length L = 50 with the 30 central
catalytic sites (gray). Dark blue circles are reactant A. Lighter red circles are
product B. Sequence of images separated by 300 time units from a single
KMC simulation run. Parameters are Wads = 0.9, Wdes = 0.1, Wrx = 0.6,
and Wdiff = 3. The interface between A- and B-dominated regions diffuses
within the noncatalytic end regions. Higher Xeq = 0.9 makes the interface
more visible.
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VI. GENERALIZATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS
There are many instructive generalizations of the above
model and analyses. Here, we briefly comment on a few of
these. It is natural to consider other distributions of catalytic
sites not necessarily involving contiguous strings of such site.
Simple examples would be periodic or spatially homogeneous
random distributions. For a conventional reaction–diffusion
system (without single-file diffusion), a coarse-grained con-
tinuum description of the form (6) would simply reduce the
reaction rate by a factor proportional to the local density of
catalytic sites. However, in single-file systems with steady-
state reactivity localized at the end of the pore, this procedure
might not be effective unless the penetration depth is very
large.
Other natural generalizations include the introduction of
unequal hop rates for reactant and product species in the ab-
sence of interactions between species. Then, the behavior
of the nonequilibrium steady-state will be more complex,
but key features induced by single-file diffusion persist.36
One could also introduce interactions between these species
where all rates must be chosen to satisfy detailed-balance.13
For simplicity, one might choose the strength of the interac-
tions and also the adsorption–desorption rates to be species-
independent (cf. Ref. 13). Then, just focusing on whether sites
are occupied by particles X = A+B, the steady-state is a con-
ventional grand canonical equilibrium state with a uniform
total particle density away from the pore ends. In the hydrody-
namic regime, the chemical diffusion fluxes must still vanish
in this steady-state as a consequence of the single-file nature
of diffusion.36 Thus, just as for our simpler model, one can
conclude that catalytic regions inside the pore will be unreac-
tive (as all reactant A will be converted to product), and that
steady-state reactivity will be controlled by fluctuations.36
Yet another class of generalizations of the above process
include sequential conversion reactions A → B → C →. . .
or parallel conversion reactions A → B, A → C, etc., at
catalytic sites. For simplicity, consider the special choice of
rates, WKdes = Wdes and WKdiff = Wdiff, for all species types,
K. Again, if one does not discriminate between the identity
of particles, but consider only whether sites are empty, E, or
filled, X = A+B+. . . , then evolution of X is described by
a standard discrete diffusion equation. Furthermore, signifi-
cantly, the exact hydrodynamic treatment of diffusion for the
two-species case readily generalizes to treat this more com-
plex case (cf. Ref. 37). Thus, effective analysis of transient be-
havior should be possible with appropriate h-RDE, and again
we expect steady-state reactivity to be controlled by fluctua-
tion effects.36
In summary, the transient and steady-state behavior of
single-file conversion reaction systems displays some general
features. Transient evolution of concentration profiles is ef-
fectively described by hydrodynamic RDE which properly in-
corporate the single-file nature of diffusion. However, steady-
state reactivity is controlled by fluctuation effects not incor-
porated in the hydrodynamic treatment. MF-type treatments
can capture some aspects of this steady-state behavior, but not
scaling properties for extreme choices of reaction and diffu-
sion rates.
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APPENDIX A: EXACT HYDRODYNAMIC DIFFUSION
FLUXES
Consider a two-component lattice–gas where species A
and B have equal hop rates, Wdiff, to NN empty sites, and there
are no interactions beyond site exclusion. Set DX = a2Wdiff.
Then, for hypercubic lattice of any dimension, the diffusion
flux for species A in the hydrodynamic regime of slowly vary-
ing concentrations has the exact form 4, 18, 26
JA = −DX X−1[A+B Ftr(X)]∇A−DX X−1A [1−Ftr(X)]∇B
= −DX [AX−1]∇X − DX Ftr(X) X−1 [B∇A − A∇B],
(A1)
with an analogous expression for JB. Here, A, B, and X
= A+B represent concentrations per unit length, and ∇ de-
notes the spatial gradient. The quantity Ftr represents the
tracer diffusion coefficient for a tagged particle within a dense
single-component lattice-gas with hop rate unity on the hyper-
cubic lattice of concentration X. Generalizations have been
explored for the case of unequal hop rates of A and B.4, 38
For an infinite 1D lattice, JA is a scalar, ∇ = ∂/∂x, and
Ftr = 0, recovering the result (8). Ftr vanishes since diffusion
is anomalous in 1D, the root mean square displacement of the
tagged particle increasing such as t1/4 rather than t1/2.6–8 It is
instructive to note that the MF form of the diffusion fluxes (9)
is recovered by choosing Ftr = (1− X/Xm). This offers the
possibility of developing a hybrid expression for the diffu-
sion fluxes capturing both aspects of the MF description near
the pore ends and the hydrodynamic description in the pore
interior.36
APPENDIX B: DISCRETE FORMS OF
DIFFUSION FLUXES
For comparison of KMC results sometimes for relatively
short pores with predictions based on a hydrodynamic treat-
ment of diffusion, we naturally incorporate an appropriate dis-
crete version, JKn>n+1 , of the hydrodynamic diffusion fluxes
(8) into the discrete RDE’s (1). We have utilized discrete
forms
Jn>n+1K = −Wdiff Pn,n+1K 〈Xn〉with 〈Xn〉
= 〈Xn+1〉 − 〈Xn〉, for K = A or B, (B1)
with Pn,n+1K = 1 if 〈Xn〉〈Xn+1〉 = 0. For 〈Xn〉〈Xn+1〉 = 0, one
standard choice would set
Pn,n+1K = 1/2 (〈Kn〉/〈Xn〉 + 〈Kn+1〉/〈Xn+1〉). (B2)
However, other reasonable choices have the form Pn,n+1K
= 〈Kn,n+1〉/〈Xn,n+1〉, where 〈Kn,n+1〉 = 1/2 (〈Kn〉+〈Kn+1〉), or
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2〈Kn〉〈Kn+1〉/(〈Kn〉+〈Kn+1〉)], or √〈Kn〉√〈Kn+1〉. Analysis of
evolution typically finds only small differences between re-
sults from these different choices.
One case requiring special treatment is where just the
central sites are catalytic. Then, there is a sharp boundary
between a central region with finite population of B and
peripheral regions devoid of B (in a continuum treatment).
Choice (B2) produces a substantial B-flux from the site just
outside to that just inside the catalytic region producing
an unphysical negative B-concentration for the former.
The same behavior occurs to varying degrees in the other
choices. However, in our analysis, we eliminate this problem
by setting to zero the B-flux between these two sites (and
identifying the A-flux with the total particle flux).
As an aside, for the continuum MF diffusion flux (9), a
standard numerical PDE treatment would implement various
discretizations, e.g., analogous to (B2). However, our analy-
sis starting with the discrete master equations and applying a
factorization approximation suggests the natural form
Jn>n+1A (MF) = −Wdiff [(1 − 〈Bn〉)〈An〉 + 〈An〉〈Bn〉].
(B3)
APPENDIX C: MEAN-FIELD BEHAVIOR AS Wdiff →∞
The MF prediction for Wdiff →∞ of spatially uniform
concentration profiles enables simple analysis of the MF
steady-state. Summing all of the equations for 〈An〉 implies
0 = d
dt
(∑
n
〈An〉
)
= Wads(〈E1〉 + 〈EL〉) − Wdes(〈A1〉 + 〈AL〉)
− Wrx
(∑
n
〈An〉
)
+
(∑
n
Jn>n+1A = 0
)
, (C1)
where
∑
n J
n>n+1
A = 0 by symmetry. Consequently, using spa-
tial homogeneity yields
〈An〉|MF = 2Wads Eeq/(2Wdes + LWrx) ∼ 1/L, where
Eeq = Wdes/(Wads + Wdes). (C2)
and 〈An〉|MF + 〈Bn〉 |MF = Xeq = 1−Eeq. Thus, the MF total
reactivity, RtotMF = WrxL〈An〉|MF, converges such as 1/L, as
L→∞, rather than displaying the correct exponential conver-
gence.
APPENDIX D: SCALING FORMS FOR PORE FILLING
For the total concentration X(x,t), substitution of the form
X(x,t) ≈ F(x/(Dxt)1/2) into the standard diffusion equation
yields
− 1/2yF′(y) = F′′(y), (D1)
which is satisfied by the “classic” erfc solution. Next, consider
the scaling forms A(x,t) ≈ FA(x/(Dxt)1/2, Wrxt) and B(x,t)
≈ FB(x/(Dxt)1/2, Wrxt) for the concentrations of A and B. Sub-
stitution into the hydrodynamic RDE yields
− 1/2 y FA1 (y, u) + uFA2 (y, u) = −uFA(y, u) + K(FA, FB),
(D2)
− 1/2 y FB1 (y, u) + uFB2 (y, u) = + uFB(y, u) + K(FB, FA),
(D3)
where the subscripts 1(2) denote partial differentiation with
respect to the first (second) variable y (u). The “diffusion
terms” K have the form
K(FA, FB) = [1 − FB]FA11 + FAFB11 (MF), (D4)
K(FA, FB) = FA1 FB1 /F − FA(F)−2(F1)2
+ FA(F)−1 F11 (exact hydrodynamic).
(D5)
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